
 
Scholarship Database Resource List 

  
Below is a list of free scholarship databases. Remember that you should never have to pay a fee 
for any legitimate scholarship application.  
 
Peterson’s - https://www.petersons.com/college-search/scholarship-search   

The site boasts $10 billion in scholarship awards and has an impressive collection of articles, 
test prep resources and more. It also has the tools and tips you need to start your search — 
and its search filters make navigation simple. Filling out a very short survey allows you to 
adjust the filters as you go, which gives you more control than sites that require extensive 
profiles to get started.  

Unigo - https://www.unigo.com   
Unigo has plenty to offer beyond just scholarships, including jobs, internships, college 
profiles and rankings, articles and a textbook store. When it comes to scholarships, the site 
offers both profile-based matching as well as easy-to-browse categories.  

Fastweb - http://www.fastweb.com/college-scholarships   
Fastweb, a subsidiary of Monster, hosts more than 1.5 million scholarships that amount to 
more than $3.4 billion dollars. You have to fill out a profile to get started but the profile helps 
match you with scholarships most likely to suit your needs.  

Cappex - http://www.fastweb.com/college-scholarships   
Cappex sets itself apart with its “What Are My Chances” tool, which attempts to calculate the 
odds that you’ll get into a certain college before you apply.  

Chegg - https://www.chegg.com/scholarships   
Features a “top scholarship picks this week” category, which highlights opportunities you 
may have otherwise missed.  

The College Board - https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/scholarship-search   
The College Board offers much more than an extensive list of scholarships, it also has test 
prep, articles and college search tools, among others.  

Scholarships.com - https://www.scholarships.com   
Scholarships.com is one of the largest databases and is updated daily. You can browse by 
category, but must set up an account.  

Scholarship Monkey - http://www.scholarshipmonkey.com   
Scholarship Monkey offers three search options: personalized search, search by keyword and 
lists of scholarships. Results from any of these searches can then be further filtered by 
college, but unfortunately not by any other criteria.  

College-Universities.com - http://www.college-universities.com   
Search for online universities and scholarships. 

Million Dollar Scholar -  www.MillionDollarScholar.com 

Guide to Scholarships -  www.GuidetoScholarships.org 

Feed My College Fund -  www.FeedMyCollegeFund.org 

Scholarship Junkies -   www.scholarshipjunkies.com  
Where “Scholarship Junkies” from across the country are willing to work with students 
virtually to help students make applications as competitive as possible.  

 

Mobile Apps –  

-Scholarshiptrac 
-Scholly 
- The scholarship system  
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